GENERAL WASHING INSTRUCTIONS TO ATEX WORKWEAR
By following these instructions, you longer your clothes’ mileage and at the same time
your clothing’s qualities stick to the standards longer. Falsely maintained clothes can
lose their protection- and visibility qualities.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Leave the washing machine a bit incomplete (filled to 60-80 %). This is how the
clothes wrinkle less and the friction caused harm are at minimum, and the clothes
get cleaner.
Close the zippers, buttons and Velcro, when washing
All clothes, that have EN-label and/or reflectors, must be turned upside down
when washing and be washed separately from other laundry
Clothes that have EN-label and/or reflectors cannot be dissolved in any solvent,
because the solvent can deteriorate / destroy the clothing’s qualities, the
reflector’s surface can get broken / lose its reflecting quality in the washing after
the solvent.
In every ATEX workwear the maximum washing temperature is 60 ºC. The
recommended temperature is 40 ºC.
When washing the clothes, you should use regular washing detergent. Using
soap may leave the clothing some coating that will affect the clothing’s qualities.
When washing, do not use fabric softener.
Pants are recommended to be washed without suspenders. The elastics in the
suspenders may shrink in the wash. The suspenders will return to their regular
length when stretched. Products that have spandex are not supposed to be
handled with fabric softener. The softener may harden the spandex.

TUMBLE DRYER
•

•
•

Clothes that have EN-label and/or reflectors, are recommended not to dry in
tumble dryer. Take a good look at the washing labels in the clothing, about the
fabric and reflectors, before tumble drying.
Take the clothes out of the tumble dryer while they’re still a bit moist.
Over drying may shrink the clothing, and weaken its qualities, as well as
protectives and visibility.

o When ironing the reflectors, do not use steam.
o The manufacturer of the clothing, fabric, zipper, thread or reflector, does not
refund for a falsely washed product.

